
Can Loopholes Blow the Whistle
On Whistleblowers?

By David Cay Johnston

Two court actions in Wisconsin, one of them now
before the Seventh Circuit, open a rare window into
corporate tax compliance. These actions raise ques-
tions about IRS competence in audits and reveal big
holes in federal laws to encourage and protect
whistleblowers.

In an unusual move the day before Thanksgiv-
ing, the Seventh Circuit on its own initiative ap-
pointed a lawyer to represent Michael DeGuelle, a
tax compliance accountant who pleaded in pauperis.
Earlier a federal district court judge in Milwaukee
dismissed DeGuelle’s case, a wrongful discharge
lawsuit that included racketeering counts.

In court papers, DeGuelle detailed what he de-
scribed as years of calculated tax cheating by S.C.
Johnson & Son Inc., the maker of Drano, Raid bug
spray, and Ziploc bags. Court papers describe how
the company supposedly took advantage of egre-
gious IRS mistakes in audits, including altering and
destroying records to escape taxes it owed, covering
up wrongdoing, and hiding the purchase of a tax
shelter from Arthur Andersen that later became a
listed transaction. (For DeGuelle’s brief, see Doc
2010-25574. For SC Johnson’s response, see Doc
2010-25568.)

In its filings, the company insisted it did nothing
wrong. It told me it welcomes having the case
thoroughly reviewed by the circuit court.

The instances cited in the lawsuit appear to be
only examples, based on court filings by both the
accountant and SC Johnson, which refer to thou-

sands of pages of internal company documents the
accountant copied and gave to the IRS and the
Justice Department. The company filed a state court
action in Racine, Wis., against DeGuelle, through
which it learned which documents he gave to the
government.

The cases revealed what DeGuelle described as a
secret internal raid on tax files at SC Johnson that,
according to court papers, was ordered by company
executives in 2008. That raid later played a major
role in DeGuelle’s firing, court papers show.

DeGuelle brought the federal case after he was
fired in 2009 for taking company papers. Before the
secret raid on company tax papers, he had solid
performance reviews and was something of a star
after discovering a state law that the company used
to forever escape property taxes on a gorgeous new
circular glass building housing an airplane that one
of the Johnson family leaders flew to the Brazilian
jungle in 1935, discovering a key ingredient for the
company’s car wax.

DeGuelle’s wrongful discharge case details what
he said were many efforts to correct errors and
fraud in tax filings that shortchanged the federal
government and Wisconsin many millions of tax
dollars since 1997.

DeGuelle said that in 2001 he pushed to correct a
multimillion-dollar IRS mistake that would benefit
SC Johnson, only to be told by Daniel Wenzel, the
company’s top tax department lawyer, that at least
for the time being no corrective action would be
taken. The suit quotes Wenzel as saying, ‘‘This is
why I go to church on Sundays.’’

In 2005, according to court papers, Wenzel in-
structed DeGuelle ‘‘to fraudulently alter an income
statement by improperly netting numbers on the
statement against an expense, instead of reporting
the numbers individually’’ on Form 5471, conse-
quence of which ‘‘may have been a fraudulent
financial benefit’’ to the company of $3.7 million.
DeGuelle said he was forced under duress to pre-
pare the fraudulent form and that Wenzel later
initialed it and mailed it to the IRS, actions that
DeGuelle’s court papers characterized as criminal.

Wenzel and others named in the suit were paid
bonuses for the tax savings that, DeGuelle asserted,
were in some cases fraudulent and in others im-
proper under the company’s integrity and honest-
records policies.

These bonuses were central to DeGuelle’s accu-
sations under RICO. Federal District Judge Joseph
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P. Stadtmueller in Milwaukee dismissed those
counts with prejudice, finding that the government
was the only victim of any tax fraud and that under
the RICO statute, only a ‘‘business or property’’ is
defined as a victim, not the government.

Wenzel referred my request for an interview to
the company’s reputation manager, Chris Beard,
who did not make Wenzel available.

H. Fisk Johnson, the fifth generation head of the
company, did contact me. He told me that when he
learned of the DeGuelle complaints he ordered an
inquiry, which grew to include a world-wide review
of SC Johnson tax returns by Ernst & Young LLP.

Asked about taking advantage of an IRS audi-
tor’s mistake, which is legal, Johnson said ‘‘what I
want in our company is to be on the bright side of
these decisions when we are confronted with them,
whether they are tax decisions or any other deci-
sions.’’ He said that from his investigating commit-
tee and its outside advisers, including Ernst &
Young, he learned ‘‘other details of the decisions
they (the tax department) made that I didn’t like. I
didn’t like what I heard.’’

‘‘I want to make sure the decisions that the tax
department is making are consistent with our val-
ues,’’ Johnson added, so when the chief financial
officer ‘‘concluded poor judgment was used, al-
though nothing illegal or fraudulent was done, that

the tax dept made very poor judgments and made
decisions not consistent with the values of our
company’’ amended tax returns were filed ‘‘to be
consistent with our values.’’

Much of what Johnson told me was never com-
municated to DeGuelle based on my interviews
with him and his court filings.

In court papers, the company acknowledged that
DeGuelle raised issues about tax forms with an-
other SC Johnson tax official, Donald L. Pappenfuss,
but it didn’t describe the substance of DeGuelle’s
complaints or what transpired as a result. In inter-
rogatory answers and other filings, the company
confirmed other aspects of DeGuelle’s actions with-
out reference to their substance.

In addition to the multiple corporate tax fraud
issues raised, the court actions have exposed large
rifts between SC Johnson’s stated policies and its
actions. The way the family-owned company has
responded to DeGuelle’s accusations has marred,
and may ruin, its carefully crafted image as a firm of
sterling integrity. It boasts on its Web pages that
integrity is in its DNA and that ‘‘the sincerity of our
beliefs encourages us to act with integrity at all
times.’’

DeGuelle’s court papers quote at length from
company documents about how it holds itself to the
highest ethical standards. Although as a privately
held firm with no public debt it is exempt from
Sarbanes-Oxley requirements, the company volun-
tarily adopted its mandates, according to a Power-
Point presentation to employees cited in court
papers.

One SC Johnson document states that ‘‘no
fraudulent, false or misleading entries shall be
made for any reason in the books or accounts of the
Company’’ and that no retaliation will be taken
against anyone who reports potential violations of
law or company policy.

DeGuelle’s accusations include numerous ex-
amples of what he asserted were the alteration and
destruction of documents, including those reveal-
ing a tax shelter the company bought from Arthur
Andersen that was based on taking the same cost of
goods deduction twice. The shelter later became a
listed transaction, and DeGuelle said that under
duress he destroyed so the IRS would not find
evidence of the deal.

In defending itself, SC Johnson relied heavily on
what it says was a ‘‘thorough investigation’’ by
Kirkland & Ellis LLP that it characterized as absolv-
ing it. The company, in the state court case, stated
that Kirkland & Ellis interviewed DeGuelle ‘‘to
obtain all the information DeGuelle had to support
the allegations he raised and to be sure they under-
stood his allegations.’’
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The company told state Judge Emily Mueller that
Kirkland & Ellis concluded after its independent
investigation that DeGuelle’s ‘‘allegations that there
was criminal and/or fraudulent conduct were not
correct and that there was no criminal or fraudulent
conduct as to any of the matters raised by De-
Guelle.’’

There are problems with SC Johnson’s represen-
tations to Judge Mueller. First, Kirkland & Ellis
spoke to DeGuelle only by telephone, according to
court papers and my interviews with DeGuelle. The
telephone conversation lasted 15 minutes to per-
haps an hour, according to DeGuelle, and he said
the Kirkland & Ellis lawyers did not ask any
probing questions or request any documentation.

Much more significantly, the Kirkland & Ellis
memo did not declare that ‘‘there was no criminal
or fraudulent conduct,’’ as SC Johnson told Judge
Mueller and as Beard told me.

Instead, the brief Kirkland & Ellis memo is
freighted with caveats and disclaimers and reaches
nuanced and conditional conclusions such as ‘‘it
was not readily apparent from the documents we
reviewed whether there were any improprieties.’’

A draft of the memo goes on to say that Kirkland
& Ellis discussed the documents in one transaction
with an SC Johnson executive, ‘‘who indicated she
had some concerns about the underlying documen-
tation from an accounting perspective, but that she
did not know whether there was any impact on
taxable income. She indicated that she would need
to follow up with others to fully understand the
issue. We did not discuss this issue again with
anyone at SCJ.’’

So Kirkland & Ellis lawyers not only did not do
a thorough investigation, but they shut down their
inquiry as soon as they heard what could be cor-
roboration of one of DeGuelle’s complaints. This
suggests they were instructed not so much to find
out if there was substance to the accusations, but to
make a superficial record that the company could
use to deflect judicial and IRS inquiry.

The case also suggests serious problems with IRS
audits. State audits are not mentioned, but Wiscon-
sin has drastically reduced its examinations of
corporations, actions that some state tax auditors
have characterized in interviews with me over the
past few years as a subtle political gift to campaign
donors.

One of the issues DeGuelle raised in court papers
was an IRS audit that failed to notice that Dutch
Guilders were not converted to American dollars in
a foreign tax credit filing. The court papers indicate
this created multiple opportunities for SC Johnson
to benefit from the auditor’s failure to spot what
DeGuelle told me were such blatantly obvious false

entries on corporate tax returns ‘‘that I don’t know
how you could miss them in an audit.’’

Add up all of the tax savings from the error and
it comes to about $7 million, according to court
filings.

The accusation in this instance strikes me as
significant enough that IRS Commissioner Douglas
Shulman and the Treasury Inspector General for
Tax Administration should conduct an inquiry and
determine both whether to assign more diligent
auditors to SC Johnson and whether broader train-
ing is necessary.

How the Seventh Circuit will rule is unclear from
its order. This circuit seems to closely follow the
Chicago School, which believes markets will sort
themselves out with few to no government rules. Its
chief judge, Frank Easterbrook, co-wrote a book
stating that it was not important for securities
markets to be covered by fraud statutes. The court’s
most famous judge, Richard A. Posner, has begun to
question whether flaws may exist in the Chicago
School theory as evidence mounts that not all
people fit into the school’s neat description of
rational economic behavior that maximizes profits.

SC Johnson’s Financial Data
Public records, and a statement from Beard,

suggest that while SC Johnson products are ubiqui-
tous and sold in 110 countries, the company makes
less profit than its assets would generate if invested
in AAA bonds.

Hoover’s, Standard & Poor’s, and other business
data services report that SC Johnson had revenues
of $8.8 billion in 2009. The firm has 12,000 em-
ployees, of whom 8,500 get no benefits, America’s
Corporate Directory reports.

The company’s website shows it gave $10 million
to charities in 2008, with the same amount given in
each of the five previous years. It is easy to think the
company gives far more because it shows cumula-
tive, rather than annual, giving, in a chart that
draws attention to the cumulative total of $180
million. ‘‘Each year, SC Johnson sets aside 5 percent
of pretax profits globally for corporate giving —
nearly four times the average,’’ its latest public
report says.

When asked about the $10 million giving figure
shown in the public reports, Beard confirmed in an
e-mail that SC Johnson gives away 5 percent of its
pretax profits each year.

If $10 million is 5 percent of SC Johnson’s pre-tax
profits, then the firm earns just 2.3 percent on sales,
compared with the 9.6 percent average profit on
sales for the 12,000 largest companies in America,
according to IRS data. SC Johnson is the 35th largest
privately held firm in the country, according to
Forbes.
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Beard later said the company gives away signifi-
cantly more than the ‘‘worldwide’’ figure in the
chart, but declined to say how much.

The way the company has responded to De-
Guelle’s complaints, including the mischaracteriza-
tion of the superficial inquiry by Kirkland & Ellis,
does not seem to square with the December 2007
talk to all company employees by CEO Johnson,
‘‘about doing the right thing.’’

‘‘At SCJ, this is not just business with us, it’s
personal. I am proud that people of this company
have a history of doing what is right. . . . We value
this conscientious level of responsibility and have
done so from the very beginning. . . . Let me em-
phasize that my family genuinely wants you to do
the right thing, the thing that is ethical, the thing
that is responsible,’’ he said.

That talk, and other events, prompted DeGuelle
to go to the human resources department complain-
ing of fraud. That’s when something truly bizarre
happened.

DeGuelle’s appeal states that ‘‘Executive Vice
President of Human Resources Gayle Kosterman
instructed’’ him ‘‘to covertly obtain tax department
files that would prove the fraudulent activity al-
leged.’’

Kosterman and another executive, Kristin Cam-
illi, DeGuelle wrote, told him to ‘‘obtain the files
needed without anyone in the tax department hav-
ing any knowledge’’ of their removal and to accom-
plish this by taking the files at night or on a
weekend.

The company said Kosterman and Camilli deny
having asked DeGuelle to get tax records. Two
company spokespeople said they did not know
why Camilli did not raise questions when the
documents were given to her, such as asking De-
Guelle why he had taken them, nor why Camilli did
not immediately return them to the tax department.

Five days later, DeGuelle wrote, he turned over
the purloined records and told the two human
resources executives that he had kept a copy for
himself. Two weeks later he was given a bonus,
called an officer’s award ‘‘in recognition of his
superior job performance.’’

DeGuelle wrote that the next month Wenzel, the
chief tax lawyer whom he said had instructed him
to destroy and alter documents years earlier and to
double-deduct some expenses, learned what hap-
pened and started taking adverse actions against
him.

In court papers, DeGuelle said Wenzel learned of
the raid on the files and quoted Wenzel as angrily
telling him ‘‘you should not have discussions with
others in Accounting or Human Resources’’ and
that any problems in the tax department ‘‘should be
addressed here.’’

‘‘What do you wish to accomplish?’’ DeGuelle
quoted Wenzel as asking.

That is an excellent question, the answers to
which the Seventh Circuit may now find out, and
which the IRS and TIGTA should also be trying to
learn.

Your thoughts? E-mail me at JohnstonsTake@tax.org.
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